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Abstract— Since worst-case response times must be determined
repeatedly during the interactive design of real-time application
systems, repeated exact computation of such response times
would slow down the design process considerably. In this re-
search, we identify three desirable properties of estimates of the
exact response times:continuity with respect to system param-
eters; efficient computability; and approximability. We derive a
technique possessing these properties for estimating the worst-
case response time of sporadic task systems that are scheduled
using fixed priorities upon a preemptive uniprocessor.

Index Terms— fixed priority scheduler, response time, approx-
imation schemes, resource augmentation.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

When a group of tasks share a common resource (such as a
processor, a communication medium,. . . ), a scheduling policy is
necessary to arbitrate access to the shared resource. One ofthe
most intuitive policies consists of assigningFixed Priorities(FP)
to the tasks, so that at each instant in time the resource is granted
to the highest priority task requiring it at that instant. Depending
on the assigned priority, a task can have longer or shorterresponse
time, which is the time elapsed from request of the resource to
the completion of the task.

Critical applications often require that the worst-case response
times (i.e. the maximum possible response time) do not exceed
a given deadline. Hence it is necessary to perform theResponse-
Time Analysis(RTA) [1], [2] to compute exactly the worst-case
response time of each task in the task system.

Consider a system ofn tasksτ1, τ2, . . . , τn, with the ith taskτi

characterized by a worst-case execution requirementCi, a relative
deadline parameterDi, and a minimum inter-arrival separation
parameterTi. Without loss of generality, assume that the tasks
are indexed in decreasing order of priority. RTA allows for the
exact computation of the worst-case response time of each task,
by representing the response-time of each job of each task asthe
solution to a recurrence equation. E.g., ifDi ≤ Ti (∀i), it has
been shown that the worst-case response time ofτi is equal to
the smallestt satisfying the following equality:

t = Ci +
X

j<i

‰

t

Tj

ı

Cj (1)

This equation is easily solved using standard techniques for the
solution of recurrence equations, in time pseudo-polynomial in
the representation of the task system.

Despite this pseudo-polynomial time complexity, RTA has very
efficient implementations in practice that renders it quitesuitable
for feasibility analysis of Fixed Priority (FP) systems. However,
there are certain real-time design scenarios during which there
are drawbacks to using RTA:
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§1: Thecomputational complexityof these algorithms may
render them unsuitable for use in interactive real-time system
design environments [3]. During a process of interactive sys-
tem design and rapid system prototyping, the system designer
typically makes a large number of calls to a feasibility-analysis
algorithm, since proposed designs are modified according tothe
feedback offered by the feasibility-analysis algorithm (and other
analysis techniques). In such scenarios, a pseudo-polynomial
algorithm for computing the task set feasibility may be unaccept-
ably slow; instead, it may be acceptable to use a faster algorithm
that provides an approximate, rather than exact, analysis.(The
computation of exact response times is especially expensive when
the deadlineDi is allowed to be larger than the periodTi [4],
[5] and/ or when resource-sharing may lead to limited priority-
inversion and blocking; for such systems, several recurrences of
the form Equation (1), one for each job ofτi within the “first busy
period,” must be solved in order to compute the exact response
time — see [6], [7] for details.)

§2: One of the features of the worst-case response time
that is easily seen from Equation (1) above is thatit is not a
continuous function of system parameters. Informally speaking,
this is a consequence of the ceiling function: for certain values of
t an infinitesimally small increase in someTj will cause

˚

t/Tj

ˇ

to increase by one and the right-hand side of Equation (1) to
consequently increase by an amount not smaller thanCj .

Discontinuities like these are a major hurdle to a process of
incremental, interactive system design. Ideally, such a design
process would allow for the interactive exploration of the state
space of possible designs; this would be greatly facilitated if
making minor changes to a design (equivalently, moving small
distances in the state space of possible system designs) results in
minor changes to system properties.

Now these discontinuities are unavoidable, since they are a
feature of worst-case response time per se, and not just of the
RTA technique for computing them. Nevertheless, we believethat
there is some benefit to studyingupper boundson worst-case
response times that do not suffer such discontinuities withsystem
parameters. If we were to use these continuous upper bounds
(rather than the discontinuous exact bounds) during the system
design process, then we would know that neighboring points in
the design state space would have similar response time bounds.
Thus, for example, if we were at a point in the design state space
where every task except one had its response-time bound well
within acceptable limits, we could safely consider making small
changes to the task parameters in order to search for neighboring
points in the design state space in which the response time bound
of the non-compliant task is decreased, without needing to worry
that the response time of some currently compliant task would
unexpectedly increase by a large amount.

§3: Any such continuous upper bound on response-time is
necessarily not tightsince, as stated above, worst-case response-
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time is itself not continuous in the system parameters. In other
words, by choosing a continuous upper bound we would be
trading off accuracy for continuity: it is desirable that this loss of
accuracy bequantifiedin some manner in order that the system
designer may determine whether the loss of accuracy is worth
the benefits that continuous bounds provide to the system design
process.

To summarize the points made above: we seek upper bounds on
worst-case response time that arecontinuousfunctions of system
parameters; areefficiently computable; and havequantifiable devi-
ation from the exact bounds. In the remainder of this document,
we derive such a bound and prove that it does indeed possess
these properties.

A. Related work

The problem of reducing the time complexity of feasibility tests
has been largely addressed by the real-time research community.
The Rate Monotonic Analysis, after the first formulation by
Lehoczky et al. [8], has been improved by Manabe and Aoyagi [9]
who reduced the number of points where the time demand needs
to be checked. Bini and Buttazzo [10] proposed a method to trade
complexity vs. accuracy of the RMA feasibility tests.

The efforts in the simplification of the Response Time Analysis
has been even stronger, probably due to the greater popularity of
RTA. Sjödin and Hansson [11] proposed several lower bounds to
the response time so that the original response time algorithm [1]
could start further and the time spent in computing the response
time is reduced. M̈aki-Turja and Nolin instead refined the estimate
of the amount of interference in the transactional task model [12].

Starting from the idea of Albers and Slomka [13], Fisher and
Baruah [14] have derived a fully polynomial time approximation
scheme (FPTAS) for RTA. Very recently, Richard et al. [15] have
extended the task model of a previous FPTAS [14] to take into
account release jitter. Bini and Baruah [16] proposed a continuous
upper bound of the response time, although they did not show
any property of the approximation scheme. Finally, Lu et al.[17]
proposed a method to reduce the number of iterations for finding
the task response times.

II. TASK MODEL

In this paper, we assume that a real-time system may be mod-
eled as a collection ofn sporadic [18], [19] tasksτ1, τ2, . . . , τn.
Each sporadic taskτi is characterized by a worst-case execution
requirementCi, a relative deadline parameterDi, and a mini-
mum inter-arrival separation parameterTi. We assumearbitrary
deadline, meaning that we allowDi > Ti. Task τi generates a
potentially infinite sequence of jobs, with successive jobsarriving
at leastTi time units apart, and each job needing to execute
for at most Ci time units, by a deadline that occursDi time
units after the job’s arrival time. We will use the termutilization
of τi (denoted byUi), to represent the ratioCi/Ti. U denotes
the system utilization: U =

Pn
i=1 Ui. Ri denotes the worst-case

response time ofτi when this system is scheduled according to
these fixed priorities. In the initial part of the paper we suppose
that tasks are independent. In Section IV, we also account for
the blocking times due to the mutual exclusive portions of tasks
accessing shared resources.

We assume that priority-based scheduling is used: each job
is (implicitly or explicitly) assigned a priority at each instant in

time, and the processor is allocated to the highest-priority job
that has not completed execution. We restrict our attentionto
fixed-priority (FP) scheduling [20] — there is a unique priority
associated with each task, and all the jobs generated by a task
are assigned this priority. An example FP scheduling algorithm is
the Deadline-Monotonic (DM) scheduling algorithm [21], which
assigns priorities to tasks in inverse order of their relative deadline
parameters. Without loss of generality, we assume that the tasks
are indexed in decreasing order of priority: taskτi’s jobs have
priority over taskτj ’s jobs for all i, j such that1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.

III. T HE RESPONSETIME BOUND

In this section, we derive an upper bound (Theorem 1) on
the worst-case response time under FP preemptive uniprocessor
scheduling. We also demonstrate that this bound is efficiently
computable in time linear in the number of tasks in the system.

We start with some notation and definitions.
Definition 1 (Worst-case workload):Let Wi(t), theworst-case

workloadof thei highest priority tasks over an interval of lengtht,
denote the maximum amount of time over any contiguous interval
of lengtht during which some task in{τ1, τ2, . . . , τi} is executing.
As proved by Liu and Layland in their seminal paper [20], the
worst-case workloadWi(t) occurs when all the tasksτ1, . . . , τi

are simultaneously activated, and eachτi generates subsequent
jobs exactlyTi time units apart, for alli — this sequence of
job arrivals is sometimes referred to as thesynchronous arrival
sequence.Thus,Wi(t) equals the maximum amount of time for
which the CPU may execute some task from among{τ1, . . . , τi},
over the time interval[0, t), for the synchronous arrival sequence.

We highlight that our definition of worst-case workload is
different than theworst-case demand, which is expressed by
the “ceiling” expression

P

i

l

t
Ti

m

Ci. The worst-case workload
measures the amount of the demand which can be executed in
[0, t), under the synchronous arrival sequence hypothesis, whereas
the demand is the maximum amount of work which can be
demandedin [0, t).

A closely-related concept is that of theworst-case idle time:
Definition 2 (Worst-case idle time):Let Hi(t) denote the

worst-case idle timeof the i highest priority tasks over an
interval of lengtht.
This is the minimum amount of time that the CPU is not executing
some task in{τ1, . . . , τi} over the time interval[0, t). It is
straightforward to observe that

Hi(t) = t − Wi(t) (2)

Let us define the(pseudo) inverseof the idle time, as follows:
Definition 3: The (pseudo) inverse functionXi(c) of Hi(t) is

the smallest time instant such that there are at leastc time units
when the processor is not running any tasks in{τ1, . . . , τi}, over
every interval of lengthXi(c). That is,

Xi(c) = min
t

{t : Hi(t) ≥ c}

We note thatHi(t) is not an invertible function, since there
may be several time-instantst for which Hi(t) is constant —
that is why we refer toXi(c) as a pseudoinverse.

Based upon this definition of the inverse of the idle time, we
obtain the following alternative representation of task response
time.
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Lemma 1:The worst-case response timeRi of taskτi is given
by:

Ri = max
k=1,2,...

{Xi−1(k Ci) − (k − 1) Ti} (3)

Proof: Let Rik be the response time of thekth job of task
τi. Let alsok∗ be the maximum index ofτi jobs such that the
processor always runs a task in the set{τ1, . . . , τi} during the
interval [0, Rik∗ ] (k∗ = +∞ is also possible when

Pi
j=1 Ui ≥ 1).

Lehoczky [6] proved that the maximum task response timeRi is

Ri = max
k=1,...,k∗

{Xi−1(k Ci) − (k − 1) Ti}. (4)

If k∗ = +∞ then Eq. (4) is the same as Eq. (3) and the Lemma
is proved. Ifk∗ < +∞, we study the response time of thekth job
of τi, with k > k∗. Let I ≥ 0 be the amount of time in[0, Rik]

during which the processor is not running a task in{τ1, . . . , τi}.
Then for allk > k∗ we have

Rik = Xi−1(k Ci + I) − (k − 1) Ti ≥ Xi−1(k Ci) − (k − 1) Ti

becauseXi−1(c) is a non-decreasing function. Finally we have
that

Ri ≥ max
k>k∗

{Rik} ≥ max
k>k∗

{Xi−1(k Ci) − (k − 1) Ti}

from which the theorem follows.
Notice that if

Pi
j=1 Ui > 1 then the we clearly haveRi = +∞;

i.e., the worst-case response timeRi of taskτi is unbounded. For
this reason we assume

Pi
j=1 Ui ≤ 1.

Some further notation: for any functionf(x), fub(x) denotes an
upper bound function, andf lb(x) denotes a lower bound function,
on the functionf(x): we have

∀ x :: f lb(x) ≤ f(x) ≤ fub(x) .

Lemma 2:For any upper boundW ub
i (t) on the workload

Wi(t), there is a corresponding upper boundRub
i on the worst-

case response timeRi.
Proof: SinceW ub

i (t) is an upper bound ofWi(t) we have
by definition

W ub
i (t) ≥ Wi(t)

from which it follows the obvious relationship for the idle time

H lb
i (t) = t − W ub

i (t) ≤ t − Wi(t) = Hi(t)

which gives us a lower bound of the idle time. From this
relationship it follows that for any possible valuec we have

{t : H lb
i (t) ≥ c} ⊆ {t : Hi(t) ≥ c}

Now it is possible to find a relationship between the pseudo-
inverse functions. In fact we have

Xub
i (c) = min

t
{t : H lb

i (t) ≥ c} ≥ min
t

{t : Hi(t) ≥ c} = Xi(c)

from which it follows that

Rub
i = max

k=1,2,...
{Xub

i−1(k Ci) − (k − 1) Ti} ≥ Ri

as required.
Lemma 2 is quite powerful, because it allows to derive a

response time upper bound starting from any upper bound of the
workload Wi(t). However the problem in applying the Lemma
lies in the difficulty of finding a workload upper bound which
can be easily inverted. In the rest of this section we will exploit
Lemma 2 by defining a linear upper boundW ub

i (t).

priority load
higher

t

τj

Tj

Cj

Cj

τo
j

linear bound
wj(t)

wo
j(t)

Fig. 1. The upper linear bound ofwj(t)

As stated above, it was proved by Liu and Layland [20] that
the worst-case workloadWi(t) occurs for the synchronous arrival
sequence of jobs. Hence the functionWi(t) may be expressed as
a sum of the contributions of each individual taskτj , 1 ≤ j ≤ i,
to this workload in the synchronous arrival sequence. I.e.,if we
let wj(t) denote the maximum amount of time that the processor
executes taskτj over the interval[0, t) in the synchronous arrival
sequence, we can write:Wi(t) =

Pi
j=1 wj(t) .

Letting wo
j (t) denote the maximum amount of time that the

processor executes taskτj in any interval of lengtht, when task
τj is the only task in the system, clearly we have:

∀j ∀t wo
j (t) ≥ wj(t)

since the presence of additional jobs may only delay the execution
of τj ’s jobs.

The workload wo
j (t), which is equal to

min
n

t − (Tj − Cj)
j

t
Tj

k

,
l

t
Tj

m

Cj

o

, can be conveniently
upper bounded by the linear function as shown in Figure 1. The
equation of the linear bound is as follows:

wo
j (t) ≤ Uj t + Cj(1 − Uj). (5)

Using these relationships found for the workloadwj(t) of each
task, if we sum overj from 1 to i we obtain an upper bound
W ub

i (t) of the workload function:

Wi(t) =

i
X

j=1

wj(t) ≤

i
X

j=1

wo
j (t)

≤
i
X

j=1

`

Uj t + Cj

`

1 − Uj

´´

= W ub
i (t) (6)

We have thus obtained the upper bound we were looking for.
The property of this bound is that we can compute conveniently
its inverse function and then apply the Lemma 2 to finally find
the bound of the response time.

Theorem 1:The worst-case response timeRi of task τi is
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bounded from above as follows:

Ri ≤

Ci +
X

j<i

Cj(1 − Uj)

1 −
X

j<i

Uj

= Rub
i (7)

Proof: The proof of this theorem is obtained by applying
Lemma 2 to the workload bound provided by the Eq. (6). So we
have:

W ub
i (t) =

i
X

j=1

(Uj t + Cj(1 − Uj))

H lb
i (t) = t

0

@1 −

i
X

j=1

Uj

1

A−

i
X

j=1

(Cj(1 − Uj))

SinceH lb
i (t) is invertible, it can be used to computeXub

i (h).

Xub
i (h) =

h +
Pi

j=1 Cj(1 − Uj)

1 −
Pi

j=1 Uj

Then the response time is bounded by:

max
k=1,2,...

 

kCi +
Pi−1

j=1 Cj(1 − Uj)

1 −
Pi−1

j=1 Uj

− (k − 1)Ti

!

(8)

We will now prove that the maximum in the Eq. (8) occurs for
k = 1. Let us consider this function on the real extension[1, +∞).
On this interval we can differentiate with respect tok. Doing so
we get:

d

dk

 

kCi +
Pi−1

j=1 Cj(1 − Uj)

1 −
Pi−1

j=1 Uj

− (k − 1)Ti

!

=

Ci

1 −
Pi−1

j=1 Uj

− Ti =

Ti

 

Ui

1 −
Pi−1

j=1 Uj

− 1

!

=

Ti

 
Pi

j=1 Uj − 1

1 −
Pi−1

j=1 Uj

!

which is always negative (or zero). In fact, if
Pi

j=1 Uj > 1 the
response time is known to be arbitrarily long, and so unbounded.
Then, since the function is decreasing (or constant), its maximum
occurs in the left bound of the interval, which meansk = 1.
Finally, by substitutingk = 1 in Eq. (8), we get:

Rub
i =

Ci +
P

j<i Cj(1 − Uj)

1 −
P

j<i Uj

as required.
Moreover we can divide byTi to normalize the bound and we

get:

rub
i =

Rub
i

Ti
=

Ui +
P

j<i aj Uj(1 − Uj)

1 −
P

j<i Uj
(9)

whereaj = Tj/Ti.
Computational complexity.:It is evident from Equation (9)

above that the computational complexity of determining the
response time upper boundRub

i of task τi is O(i). Hence the
complexity of computing the bound for all the tasks would
appear to beO(n2). However, one can do better by noticing that
the computation ofRub

i+1 may take advantage of the completed
computation ofRub

i . In fact the two sums involved in Equation (7)

can be simply computed by adding only the values relative to the
last index to the sum values of the previous computation. This
observation allows us to conclude the response time upper bound
of all the tasks may be determined with a time complexityO(n).

Comparison to other bounds.:There are other techniques to
bound the response time. For instance, an efficiently-computable
continuous upper bound on response time is easily derived from
the technique of [11] (this technique was originally proposed
in [11] for computing a lower bound):

Ri = Ci +
X

j<i

‰

Ri

Tj

ı

Cj

Ri ≤ Ci +
X

j<i

„

Ri

Tj
+ 1

«

Cj

Ri − Ri

X

j<i

Uj ≤ Ci +
X

j<i

Cj

Ri ≤

P

j≤i Cj

1 −
P

j<i Uj
(10)

Observe that this is a looser bound than the one we have obtained
above, in Theorem 1 — the numerator of the expression in
Theorem 1 is smaller than the numerator above, by an amount
P

j<i UjCj .
Schedulability testing.:In the same way as the exact values

of the response times allow to formulate a necessary and sufficient
schedulability test, the response time upper boundRub

i allows to
express a sufficient schedulability condition for the fixed priority
algorithm:

Corollary 1: A task set τ1, . . . , τn is schedulable by fixed
priorities if :

∀i Rub
i =

Ci +
Pi−1

j=1 Cj(1 − Uj)

1 −
Pi−1

j=1 Uj

≤ Di (11)

Corollary 1 provides a very efficient means for testing the
feasibility of task sets. This condition can also be restated as
a utilization upper bound, and compared with many existing
schedulability tests [20], [6], [22], [23]. Since some of these
results are achieved assuming deadlines equal to periods, we also
provide the following corollary in this hypothesis although this
restriction doesn’t apply to our response time upper bound.

Corollary 2: A task set τ1, . . . , τn, with deadlines equal to
periods (Di = Ti) is schedulable by fixed prioritiesif :

∀i
i
X

j=1

Uj ≤ 1 −

i−1
X

j=1

aj Uj(1 − Uj) (12)

whereaj = Tj/Ti.
Proof: From Equation (11) it follows that the taskτi is

schedulable if

Ui +
Pi−1

j=1 aj Uj(1 − Uj)

1 −
Pi−1

j=1 Uj

≤ 1

whereaj =
Tj

Ti
. Also notice that if tasks are scheduled by RM

thenaj ≤ 1 always. From the last equation we have

Ui +

i−1
X

j=1

aj Uj(1 − Uj) ≤ 1 −

i−1
X

j=1

Uj

i
X

j=1

Uj ≤ 1 −

i−1
X

j=1

aj Uj(1 − Uj)
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which proves the corollary, when ensured for all tasks.
It is quite interesting to observe that when the periods are quite

large compared to the preceding one — meaning thataj → 0 —
then the test is very effective. On the other hand, when all the
periods are similar each other then the right hand side of Eq.(12)
may also become negative, making the condition impossible.

IV. A CCOUNTING FOR BLOCKING TIMES

In the presence of shared resources, it may happen that a task
τi is blocked by a semaphore which is locked by a lower priority
task. In this circumstanceτi suffers an extra amount of delay,
called blocking timeBi, required to wait for the permission to
use the shared resources. Several techniques have been proposed
to handle the shared resources [24], [25].

The entire level-i busy interval may only be blocked once on
each shared resource, by some lower-priority job that already had
a lock at the critical instant. Once the busy interval starts, no
lower-priority job can possibly acquire a lock.

Hence the response time of the taskτi can be computed by
increasing the computation time of the first job byBi as follows

Ri = max
k=1,2,...

{Xi−1(Bi + k Ci) − (k − 1) Ti} (13)

If we replace the linear upper bound of the pseudo inverse as
done in Theorem 1 then we find that the maximum of Eq. (13)
is assumed again whenk = 1. It follows that the response time
upper bound becomes

Rub
i =

Ci + Bi +
Pi−1

j=1 Cj(1 − Uj)

1 −
Pi−1

j=1 Uj

(14)

V. A PPROXIMATION RESULTS

Exact response-time bounds are necessarily not continuousin
task parameters; furthermore, the computational complexity of
determining such bounds is currently unknown (and suspected
to not be in polynomial time unless P = NP). Our upper bound
Rub

i , however, is continuous and is efficiently computable in time
linear in the number of tasks. The question needs to be asked:how
much accuracy are we sacrificing in order to obtain a bound that
possesses these desirable properties?In this section, we attempt
to answer this question in a quantitative manner.

A. Approximation Ratio analysis

The approximation quality can be measured with the classical
approximation ratio. Let a be the value obtained by an algorithm
A computing upper bounds of worst-case response times andopt

be the exact worst-case response time; we say that the algorithm
A has an approximation ratioc, wherec ≥ 1, when opt ≤ a ≤

c × opt, for all inputs of A (if such a c does not exists, the
algorithmA is said to have no approximation ratio).

The next result states that the upper boundRub
i does not, in

fact, have an approximation ratio:
Theorem 2:The upper boundRub

i of Theorem 1 does not have
an approximation ratio.

Proof: We prove this by demonstrating a task system and a
taskτi for which Rub

i /Ri tends to∞. All tasks in our system will
haveDi = Ti; hence, let us represent the parameters of a task
τi by an ordered pair(Ci, Ti). Consider the following task set:
τ1 = (K, 2K + ǫ), τ2 = (K, 2K + ǫ) andτ3 = (ǫ, 2K + ǫ), where
ǫ is an arbitrarily small positive number andK is an arbitrary

(Ci, Ti)

(K, 2K + ǫ)

(K, 2K + ǫ)

(ǫ, 2K + ǫ)

0 K 2K

Fig. 2. Example with no approximation ratio.

number greater thanǫ. In Figure 2 we depict the synchronous
arrival sequence of this task set.

The system utilizationU1 + U2 + U3 is 1. Since tasks have all
periods equal to2K + ǫ, thenR3 = 2K + ǫ. The upper bound of
Eq. (7) is:

Rub
i =

ǫ + 2K(1 − K
2K+ǫ )

1 − 2K
2K+ǫ

=
ǫ(2K + ǫ) + 2K(2K + ǫ − K)

2K + ǫ − 2K

=
(2K + ǫ)ǫ + 2K(K + ǫ)

ǫ

= 4K + ǫ +
2K2

ǫ

Thus we have,

lim
ǫ→0

Rub
i = lim

ǫ→0

„

4K + ǫ +
2K2

ǫ

«

= ∞

HoweverRi = 2K + ǫ for all ǫ > 0, then the ratioRub
i /Ri also

tends to infinity and the theorem is proved.

B. Resource Augmentation analysis

Theorem 2 above reveals that the upper boundRub
i on response-

time Theorem 1 does not offer any quantifiable performance
guarantee, according to the conventional approximation ratio
measure that is used in optimization theory. However, an alter-
native approach towards approximate analysis is the technique of
resource augmentation, which is becoming increasingly popular
in real-time scheduling theory. In this technique, the performance
of the algorithm under analysis is compared with that of an
optimal algorithmthat runs on a slower processor.In this section,
we apply this resource augmentation technique to quantify the
deviation ofRub

i from optimality.
In deriving the upper boundRub

i above, recall that we had
upper-bounded the worst-case workloadWi(t) (Definition 1) by
the sum

Pi
j=1 wo

j (t), and furthermore boundedwo
j (t) as follows,

in Equation (5):

wo
j (t) ≤ Uj t + Cj(1 − Uj) .

Let us introduce the following notation:

LA(τj , t)
def
= Uj t + Cj(1 − Uj) (15)

An upper bound on amount by whichLA(τj , t) deviates from
wj(t) can be obtained:

Lemma 3:

∀t ≥ Cj LA(τj , t) ≤ 2

‰

t

Tj

ı

Cj .

Proof Sketch: We first prove that∀t ≥ Cj we have
LA(τj , t) ≤ 2 wo

j (t). This is visually evident from Figure 1, in
which the linear bound depictsLA(τj , t). For t ≥ Cj , it is clear
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that the ratioLA(τj , t) / wo
j (t) is maximized att = Tj ; for this

value of t,

LA(τj , Tj) =
Cj

Tj
Tj + Cj(1 − Uj)

LA(τj , Tj) = 2Cj − CjUj

while wo
j (Tj) = Cj . Lastly, wo

j (t) ≤
l

t
Tj

m

Cj directly follows
from wo

j (t) definition. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 4:Bound Rub

i is equal to the smallest value oft
satisfying the following recurrence1:

t = Ci +
X

j<i

LA(τj , t) (16)

Proof: First, we show thatRub
i is a solution to this

recurrence. By definition ofRub
i of Eq. (7), we have

Rub
i =

Ci +
P

j<i Cj(1 − Uj)

1 −
P

j<i Ui

Rub
i (1 −

X

j<i

Ui) = Ci +
X

j<i

Cj(1 − Uj)

Rub
i = Ci +

X

j<i

UiR
ub
i +

X

j<i

Cj(1 − Uj)

Rub
i = Ci +

X

j<i

LA(τj , R
ub
i )

thereby implying thatRub
i satisfies recurrence of Eq. (16).

To see thatRub
i is the smallestvalue of t satisfying Equa-

tion (16), observe that the rate of change of the right hand
side (RHS) of the recurrence in Eq. (16) with respect tot is
(
P

j<i Uj). By assumption, this is< 1; consequently, the RHS
of recurrence 16 grows no faster than the LHS. Since RHS=LHS
at t = Rub

i , it must be the case that RHS>LHS for all t < Rub
i .

Hence the lemma.
We can use Lemma 4 to prove a resource-augmentation bound

on Rub
i , as follows. SinceRub

i is the smallest value oft to satisfy
Equation (16) above, it must be the case that for allt < Rub

i

t < Ci +
X

j<i

LA(τj , t)

t < Ci + 2
X

j<i

‰

t

Tj

ı

Cj (using Lemma 3)

t < 2

0

@Ci +
X

j<i

‰

t

Tj

ı

Cj

1

A

1

2
t < Ci +

X

j<i

‰

t

Tj

ı

Cj

That is, the cumulative workload of jobs with priority greater
than or equal toτi’s that must be scheduled over the interval
[0, t) prior to the completion of taskτi’s first job in the critical
instant exceeds the total capacity of a processor with computing
capacity1/2 over the same interval. Hence no sucht < Rub

i can
represent the worst-case response time ofτi upon a processor of
computing capacity one-half. Theorem 3 follows:

Theorem 3:The boundRub
i (Equation (7)) is

1) An upper bound on the worst-case response time ofτi; and

1In fact, R
ub

i happens to be theonly value of t satisfying this recurrence;
however, this fact is not germane to our discussion.

2) A lower bound on the worst-case response time ofτi if the
system is implemented upon a processor of speed one-half.

We now show through a simple example that the resource
augmentation bound is tight. Consider the set ofK tasks where
τi = (K + 1, 2K2), ∀i = 1, . . . , K − 1, andτK = (1, 2K2). In a
processor running at half of the speed, the computation times are
doubled and the system utilization isU =

2(K−1)(K+1)+2
2K2 = 1.

Since the periods are all equal to2K2, the response time ofτK

on the half-speed processor (denoted byR̂K ) is 2K2, because

2 CK +

K−1
X

j=1

&

R̂K

Tj

’

2 Cj = 2 + (K − 1)

‰

2K2

2K2

ı

2(K + 1) =

= 2(1 + (K − 1)(K + 1)) = 2K2 = R̂K

Let us now compute the ratio between the response time upper
boundRub

K and the exact response timêRK of τK on the half-
speed processor.

lim
K→+∞

Rub

K

R̂K

=
1 + (K − 1)(K + 1)

“

1 − K+1
2K2

”

2K2
“

1 − (K − 1)K+1
2K2

”

=
2K2 + (K2 − 1)(2K2 − K − 1)

2K2(K2 + 1)
= 1

which means that asK grows we can build sets of tasks whose
augmentation ratio is arbitrarily close to1/2.

How is the systems designer to interpret Theorem 3 above?
First, it is guaranteed thatRub

i is indeed an upper bound onRi;
hence, it is a safe estimate of the exact worst response time.And
while Theorem 3 is unable to bound the amount by whichRub

i

exceeds the actual value ofRi (indeed, Section V has shown
that there can, in general, be no such bound), it does assure the
designer that [s]he could have obtained a worst-case response time
no better thanRub

i if the system had instead been implemented
upon a processor half as fast. Stated differently,a processor
speedup of two is an upper bound on the price being paid for
using an efficiently computable upper bound on response time
that is a continuous function of the system parameters.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

In the previous section, we established the worst-case per-
formance guarantee ofRub

i from two different approximation
models: the conventional approximation ratio and the resource
augmentation metric. In this section, we describe numerical
experimentations that we performed in order to capture its average
performance guarantee.

Approximation ratio: The task set have been randomly
generated as follows. Periods were randomly drawn from the
interval [1, 2500] and deadlines from the interval[1, 2600]. For
each value of utilization factor of the task set, the task utilizations
are generated uniformly using theUUniFast algorithm [26]. The
worst-case execution requirements are computed accordingly. For
a given problem size, the simulation has been replicated 400
times.

We compared the bound of Equation (7) and the bound of
Equation (10) with the exact worst-case response time, which we
computed in pseudo-polynomial time using the exact algorithm.

In Figure 3 we report the errorR
ub

i −Ri

Ri
of the two bounds,

when the number of tasksn is set equal to20 (the amount of
error of Eq. (10) with respect to Eq. (7) does not change for a
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Fig. 3. Comparison of linear bounds.

different number of tasks). It can be noticed that the response
time upper bound derived in this paper (Equation (7)) shows an
approximately 5% improvement over the previous linear bound
(Equation (10)).
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Fig. 4. Error of the response bound.

In Figure 4 we plot the error of the response time upper bound
with respect to the task set utilization. The error is plotted for
different number of tasks. It can be noticed that the error increases
for high utilizations and for a large number of tasks.

Resource augmentation analysis:For every task set, we
computed (using a binary search) the exact slowdown factor
s so that the response time upper boundRub

i becomes the
actual response time upon ans-speed processor. We monitored
the average slowdown factor according to the utilization factor.
The same experiments is done for several number of tasksn.
Simulation results are presented in Figure 5. It can be noticed
that the slowdown factor is mainly related to the utilization factor
rather than the number of tasks in the system. As expected, the
slowdown factors is always between12 and1.

Feasible task sets:In the final experiments we evaluated
the number of tasks sets accepted by the sufficient test stated in
Corollary 2.

In Figure 6 we plot the percentage of accepted tasks for increas-
ing values of utilizationU . The same experiment is replicated for
a different number of tasks. From the result we can notice that the
proposed linear time test can indeed accept a considerable number
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Fig. 5. Average slowdown factors.
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Fig. 6. Acceptance ratio for increasingU .

of feasible task sets having utilization higher than the asymptotic
utiization least upper bound [20] (which islog 2 = 0.693).

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

We have argued thatcontinuitywith respect to system parame-
ters is a very desirable property of response-time bounds, if such
bounds are to be used as an integral part of an incremental, inter-
active, design process. Accordingly, we have derived a continuous
upper bound on response time for task systems that are scheduled
upon a preemptive uniprocessor using the Deadline Monotonic
scheduling algorithm.

Such continuity necessarily comes with a loss of accuracy; in
this work, we have attempted to quantify this loss of accuracy.
We have shown that while our upper bound does not offer non-
trivial performance guarantees according to conventionalmetrics,
performance guarantees can nevertheless be obtained usingthe
concept of resource augmentation. Specifically We demonstrated
that our bound offers the following quantitative guarantee— it is
indeed an upper bound on the exact response time, and the exact
response time would necessarily be at least as large as this bound
if the system were instead implemented upon a processor thatis
at most only one-half times as fast.
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